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The Aims:
 Recognises pupils who shine brightly
 Celebrates aspects of achievement (including academic, extra-curricular and pastoral)
 Creates a positive learning ethos where all students are valued
The Principles:
 To provide half termly reward assemblies where students are recognised and celebrated for their
achievements.
 To highlight key achievements that link to extra-curricular activities
 To use data in a systematic manner that consistently rewards positive behaviour.
 To have a robust quality assurance system that ensures students are rewarded consistently.
 To provide meaningful activities during form time that support a positive learning ethos
 To ensure students and parents are informed of successes within the school
The System:
Shining Brightly Assembly
Each half term there will be a ‘Shining Brightly’ Assembly to recognise and celebrate all aspects of students’
achievements amongst individuals in Year 7. Each assembly will focus on the same key areas to ensure
consistency and fairness across the year group such as: Attendance Awards, Achievement Point Awards,
Tutor Awards, HOY Special Recognition Award for individual achievements etc.
Form Achievement
The ‘Star Board’ is a tutor group reward system. Forms will be set weekly challenges and rewarded with stars
linked to how well they perform in each challenge. The tutor group with the most stars at the end of a half
term will be rewarded with a ‘form premiership day’. Stars will be awarded for punctuality, planners, uniform,
highest category for achievement point challenges and contribution to form time activities etc.
End of Year Trip:


At the end of the year students who have consistently demonstrated high levels of attitude and effort
across all of their subjects based on their termly progress reviews will be rewarded with the opportunity
to participate in an end of year reward trip in July.

The Quality Assurance:




The HOY will implement a robust quality assurance system to monitor and track data, particularly Eachievement points and information from progress reviews to ensure that pupils are consistently
recognised for ‘Shining Brightly’.
The HOY will ensure that the start of each assembly provides an opportunity to celebrate all areas
of achievement.
The HOY of will quality check that meaningful activities are prepared and carried out during form
time that will further support the positive learning ethos of the school.

